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       303.625 TERRORISM                                           

                                                                   

    1  Terrorist rehabilitation and counter-radicalisation: new    

         approaches to counter-terrorism / Edited by Rohan         

         Gunaratna, Jolene Jerard and Lawrence Rubin.-- New York:  

         Routledge, 2011.                                          

         ISBN : 978041558293.                                      

         303.625 GUN11           103114                            

         This book seeks to explore the new frontiers in counter-  

         terrorism research, analyses and practice, focusing on    

         the imperative to rehabilitate terrorists. This book      

         seeks to explore the new frontiers in counter-terrorism   

         research, analyses and practice, focusing on the          

         imperative to rehabilitate terrorists  

         ** Terrorism - Prevention; Terrorists - Rehabilitation  

                                                                   

    2  Vertigans, Stephen                                          

         Sociology of terrorism: peoples, places and processes /   

         Stephen Vertigans.-- London: Routledge, 2011.  214p.      

         ISBN : 9780415572651.                                     

         303.625 VER11           103283                            

         This is the first terrorism textbook based on             

         sociological research. It adopts an innovative framework  

         that draws together historical and modern, local and      

         global, and social processes for a range of individuals,  

         groups and societies. Individual behaviour and            

         dispositions are embedded within these broader            

         relationships and activities, allowing a more holistic    

         account of terrorism to emerge. In addition, the shifting 

         forms of identification and interwoven attitudes to       

         political violence are discussed in order to explain the  

         emergence, continuation, and end of ‘terrorist’           

         careers.The book draws on examples from across the        

         discursive spectrum, including religious, ‘red’ and       

         ‘black’ racialist, nationalist, and trans-national. It    

         also spans territories as diverse as Chechnya, Germany,   

         Italy, Japan, Northern Ireland, Pakistan, Palestine,      

         Saudi Arabia, South America, the UK, and the US.  

         ** Terrorism - Social aspects; Terrorism - Psychological  

         aspects                                                   

                                                                   

       304 FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR                      

                                                                   

    3  Demography and migration in Asia: issues and trends / Anita 

         Sengupta and Suchandana Chatterjee, Ed.-- Kolkata: Shipra 

         Publications, 2011.  175p.                                

         ISBN : 9788175415874.                                     

         304.6095 SEN11           103547                           

         Migration trends in Eurasia and South Asia reflect a      

         common feature--dominant communities are engaged in multi 

         level competition as well as collaboration. These trends  

         are analysed in both short-term and long-term historical  

         perspectives and the locales of settlement have been      

         emphasised. The profile of the migrant has also assumed   

         great prominence. Elaborating about the patterns of       

         migration in Siberia, Central Asia and India, scholars in 

         the volume have discussed related issues on these aspects 

         and diverse migrant experiences. The volume not only      

         deals with migration as a specimen but also as a tool of  

         interdisciplinary research. Demography, another related   

         aspect of migration and the dispersal of population       



         across the Asiatic borderlands is another focus. The      

         intricacies in the Russian Far East have been compared    

         with those of eastern and north-eastern regions of India. 

         ** Asia - Migration; Asia - Demography; Asia - Population  

                                                                   

       320 POLITICAL SCIENCE                                       

                                                                   

    4  Democracy in the Arab world: explaining the deficit /       

         edited by Ibrahim Elbadawi and Samir Makdisi.-- London:   

         Routledge, 2011.  331p.                                   

         ISBN : 9780415779999.                                     

         320.174927 ELB11           103071                         

         Despite notable socio-economic development in the Arab    

         region, a deficit in democracy and political rights has   

         continued to prevail. This book examines the major        

         reasons underlying the persistence of this democracy      

         deficit over the past decades, drawing on case studies    

         from across the Arab world to explore economic            

         development, political institutions and social factors,   

         and the impact of oil wealth and regional wars.           

         ** Arab Countries - Despotism; Arab Countries - Politics  

         and government; Arab Countries- Political culture         

                                                                   

       320.5 POLITICAL IDEOLOGIES                                  

                                                                   

    5  Bilgin, Fevzi                                               

         Political liberalism in Muslim societies / Fevzi Bilgin.- 

         New York: Routledge, 2011.  141p.                         

         ISBN : 9780415781824.                                     

         320.51091767 BIL11           102716                       

         This book examines Rawls’s theory of political liberalism 

         in the context of Muslim societies, where religion wields 

         a significant social and political influence. Contrasting 

         a sociological analysis with a theoretical approach, the  

         author explores the political questions brought up by     

         religious individuals, organizations, and minorities, and 

         examines fundamental notions such as neutrality of state, 

         public/private distinction, and individual autonomy.      

         Offering a rich set of conceptual and normative           

         instruments, the author presents new ways to incorporate  

         political liberalism into political discourses and        

         advocating policy prescriptions for the advancement of    

         democracy in Muslim societies  

         ** Islamic countries - Liberalism; Islamic countries -    

         Islam and politics; Islamic countries; Islamic countries  

          Politics and government                                   

   

       327.1 FOREIGN POLICY AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS            

                                                                   

    6  Jacksons, Patrick Thaddeus                                  

         The conduct of inquiry in international relations:        

         philosophy of science and its implications for the study  

         of world politics / Patrick Thaddeus Jacksons.-- London:  

         Routledge, 2011.  268p.                                   

         ISBN : 9780415776271.                                     

         327.101 JAC11           102283                            

         The Conduct of Inquiry in International Relations         

         provides an introduction to the philosophy of science     

         issues and their implications for the study of global     

         politics. The author draws attention to the problems      

         caused by the misleading notion of a single unified       



         scientific method, and proposes a framework that          

         clarifies the variety of ways that IR scholars establish  

         the authority and validity of their empirical claims.     

         ** International relations - Philosophy; International    

         relations - Methodology; International relations -        

         Research; World Politics                                  

  

    7  India and Australia: bridging different worlds / Brian      

         Stoddart and Auriol Weigold, ed.-- New Delhi: Readworthy  

         Publications, 2011.  232p.                                

         ISBN : 978935018080.                                      

         327.54094 STO11           103311                          

         The essays in this collection attempt to analyse the      

         various facets of India-Australia relations. Presenting a 

         variety of critical viewpoints from both the countries    

         drawn across a number of environments cultural,           

         political, personal, sporting and travel, the             

         contributors address critical issues concerning           

         Australia's failure to construct and maintain a           

         meaningful relationship with India, racist attacks on     

         Indians, sporting culture, foreign policy, and cultural   

         understanding  

         ** India - Foreign relations - Australia; Australia -     

         Foreign relations - India                                 

      

       330.9 ECONOMIC SITUATION AND CONDITIONS                     

                                                                   

    8  Mukhopadhaya, Pundarik                                      

         Economic growth and income inequality in China, India and 

         Singapore: trends and policy implications / Pundarik      

         Mukhopadhaya, G. Shantakumar and Bhanoji Rao.-- London:   

         Routledge, 2011.  185p.                                   

         ISBN : 9780415616461.                                     

         330.95 MUK11           103300                             

         The world at large is watching both China and India as    

         powerhouses of economic growth. The two nations have      

         achieved significantly high rates of economic growth ever 

         since their respective economies liberalized in 1978 and  

         1991. Singapore, despite its limited land size and almost 

         total dependence on external trade, has performed         

         remarkably well and has moved ‘from the third world to    

         the first’. This book documents and explains the rapid    

         economic growth of the three key Asian economies.         

         ** China - Economic conditions; India - Economic          

         conditions; Singapore - Economic conditions; China -      

         Income distribution; India - Income distribution;         

         Singapore - Income distribution                           

                                                                   

       355.03 MILITARY SITUATION AND POLICY                        

                                                                   

    9  Tan, Andrew T H                                             

         Security strategies in the Asia-pacific: the United       

         States' "second front" in Southeast Asia / Andrew T H Tan 

         -- New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011.  264p.             

         ISBN : 9780230116832.                                     

         355.033559 TAN11           103724                         

         After 9/11, the U.S.-led global war on terrorism has      

         intruded into an already complex security environment in  

         the Malay archipelago, home to the world’s largest        

         population of Muslims, with the potential to catalyze or  

         unleash further dynamics that could destabilize the       



         region. This book argues that, given the existence of a   

         discrete Malay archipelago security complex, with its     

         security linkages and interactive dynamics, it is a       

         fallacy for the United States to approach this region     

         primarily through the prism of global counter-terrorism.  

         Instead, any strategic policy towards the region needs to 

         be founded upon a deep appreciation of the existing Malay 

         archipelago security complex.                             

         ** Southeast Asia - Security; Southeast Asia - Terrorism; 

         Southeast Asia - Insurgency; Southeast Asia - Politics    

         and government  

                                         

       956 MIDDLE EAST - GENERAL HISTORY                           

                                                                   

   10  Handelman, Sapir                                            

         Conflict and Peacemaking in Israel-Palestine: theory and  

         application / Sapir Handelman.-- New York: Routledge,     

         2011.  144p.                                              

         ISBN : 9780415492157.                                     

         956.054 HAN11           103064                            

         Presenting and evaluating interactive models of           

         peacemaking and the phenomenon of intractable conflict,   

         the book takes an in-depth look into specific models for  

         peacemaking and applies them to the situation in          

         Israel/Palestine.                                         

         ** Arab-Israeli conflict - 1993; Arab-Israeli conflict -  

         Peace                                                     
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